Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
26. The Penetrating of my Every Cell and Organ by
Being Bathed In the Elixir of Healing Light
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, please come and sit with me this Beautiful Morning.
“Greetings my Child, I bring you Great Wisdom and Healing this day.
I ask you to take a deep breath of the Divine Creator Light and move it All
the way through your Beautiful chakras.”
I Feel Moses’ Golden Touch of Energy as He Touches my Arm to lead
me again into the unknown. I Feel safe and at Peace wondering where
Moses is taking me this fine day. For it is the first time He has not
indicated what we will be doing. It Feels so right. I am at Home in the
Other Dimensions now.
We are moving through different Beautiful colors I have never seen
before, there are brilliant shades of Fog-like quality. I Smell the fresh
scent of Roses again. I Feel as though the Fog is Wet like rain but does not
Feel like drops, instead it’s like a thin lotion that is absorbed upon contact
penetrating into every cell and organ of my Essence.
So, now I See the Crystal Bed in my Head being Bathed in gentle mist
which is also penetrating within the Mighty Crystals, even the ceiling
which is also Crystal is being cleansed.
I Feel Pulsing going through my Body. I Hear what I think is my Soul
Song vibrating through my Body. I am Completely “Blissed out!” I don’t
know where I am and I don’t care.
I Feel Moses holding my arm and Hear Him say, “Worry Not, My
Child.” I am in a sea of Love in total Bliss. It is a Freedom beyond words!
I am shown my Brain, Organs, Chakras, Back, Heart, Knees, and Legs
all being Bathed with Healing Light that is absorbed into every Cell and
Organ of my Body.

My Inner Sight is being adjusted. It is as though something is being
put into place and being moved back and forth to ensure a correct fit.
My Ears, Throat, and Mouth are being coated in Metallic Divine
Sparkles like coating which moves down my Throat and Spinal Column,
into the Iron Core Crystal Grid in the Center of the Earth. In my three
lower Chakras I See dirt with new seeds growing.
I am told, “That is my Soul letting me know that I am grounded and
the New Wisdom I have been Downloading has begun to sprout and
grow.” I am also told, “This Elixir Cleanser will act like a fertilizer to create
rapid growth of the Sacred Wisdom that needs to be Shared with
Humanity.”
Moses tells me this is where the Wisdom will come from that
Sananda told you about when He said, “You would help the Multitudes.”
So it is time to prepare for your Great Harvest. It will coincide with you
regaining your Health. Humanity will be awakening more and the
Masters are arriving as Pearl Children All in Divine Order.”
I am told, “All the Gifts the different Light Workers have been given
will all Dovetail together to Create a Higher Divine Pathway Corridor to
the fifth Dimension and Higher Consciousness for Humanity.”
I am to Hold the Thought, “No Rush” and allow the process to unfold
in Divine Timing and all that I will need will be provided to Share this
Wisdom. I am to “Worry Not” for this is the Grand Finale, as I call it.
“Be at Peace, close your Eyes and absorb, absorb, absorb, the Sacred
Gifts of the Divine.”
“I am Your Beloved Moses and So It Is.”
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